BLACKBURN, Elizabeth, Aging and Telomeres, UCSF, Jan 27, 2014

this is the third talk in this seminar series by the Glenn Foundation;
(news flash:  Ellison Medical Foundation just withdrew from the field:  
was previously 50M per year... )

her title  Connections between Telomere Maintenance and Human Aging-related Diseases and Mortality..

lifespan vs healthspan:
target might be  living to 100 with tiny amt of debility at end (and a quick death);

Liz won Nobel for this work in 2009.
Time magazine cover:  can google  solve death?  (how abt getting rid of morbidity:
new word:  immorbidity...
Google... CALICO  (Art Levinson);  (this is from Intro by Mark... of Glenn Fnd);
AFAR = American Federation for Aging Research.
has done 135 of these since 2007... for young investigators... 60K awards..
for bio of aging)
Katrin Chua  receives an award  (at Stfd)  she runs a Stfd Lab here...

Paul introduces  Eliz  Blackburn... Liz  (from Tasmania);  U Melbourne;
 U Cambr; post doc  Yale, 
ribosomal  dna... first  inkling of telomeres;  a DNA repeat... she created telomere biol.

Carol Greider;  Jack Shostak;... Nobel Prize;

*******************************************  intro above**************

enyzme  telomerase..has an RNA component;  

state of the art of telomere maint and human aging... her topic...

(Ann Brunet in audience, also did an introduction... has a genetic lab here on longevity genes.)

too much telomere erosion causes cells to die.....


must be certain min. length to work...

if telomere gets too short...  cell  knows its too short and warnings  get issued...
can get PGC1alpha signaling...
it disrupts  mitoch function, cell renewal capability and can lead to genomic instability
and cell dysfunction  (eg insulin  resistance)

if get genomic instability can get cancer...  many v deleterious processes
(not simply arrest of multiplication)

telomerase has job of elongating chromsome
via hTER  hTR  RNA templating component...

core protein component is hTERT  (backbone) and an  RNA templating component...

syntesis of telomeric repeat DNA by telomerase elongates telomeres to repair telomere attrition
and is under complex, cell and context-dependent, tight controls at all levels:

bottomline..  job is to elongate telomeres...

initial work was done in Tetrahymena.. a model single-cell eukaryote...

result was ...without telomerase.. cell divison stops  but also get senescence, 
cell malfunciton and genomic instability...

***************
so,  how do we age?

v multi-faceted... aging leads to increased susceptibility to diseases...

Summary of her talk:

telomere maintenance in human life trajectory  and

chromosome end maintenance  DOES help protect from diseases of human aging...

****  start*************

with human stem cells  eg in hematopoiesis...

usu abt 10K bps in TM = telomere  in hemopoietic stem cells...

but in   many adult cells...  (per Judy Campisi)  some cells have NO or limiting TMase
and get senescense...  but is one causing the other???

eg do find  TMase in stem cells, in germ cells but also in certain normal adult cell types
 (but it is low or even undetectable in some cell lines)

but in b-lymphocytes do get  growing TMs...

*******************

how much (of aging) is genetic? vs enviro and life style factors...

see Atzmon J Am Geriatrics Soc 2004...

look at elder subjects with demonstrated longevity... 
 had many fewer deaths from CV, CA, DM etc.

Gavrilova and Gavrilov in 2001 J anti-Aging Med.

compare paternal lifespan to daughters lifespan  ( v highly correl after age 75 years)
they looked at the  genetic contrib  (in the well-born (that is, rich parents.. highly correl with daughters longevity)

look at dog lives  (it can be up to 20 years)  in difft kinds of dogs.

compare telomere lengths

look at bird species...
storm petrels are v long-lived birds (vs other birds)... 
and they have incr length of TMs and v long lives...


wild mice... have rapid  TM shortening...

humans live long ...

Sid Brenner: " you want a model org for humans... better use humans..., "says Sid B

measure TM length...  use in situ scope techniques.
use blood draw or  spit cells  (saliva)


look at scatter of WBC = white blood cell  TM length and age... 
you see a gentle downward slope of TM length against age.
about 30 bps per year of shortening.
r is about  -0.40  and p <.001

Kaiser Perm Research Program  (cathy Schaefer does this at Kaiser)
look at TM length  in  N = 100,000 people  (including me!)

max mortality at  age 70 to 80...  TM length goes down down until about that age
BUT then it goes UP!!! (cuz  longer lived people have longer TMs)
females at all ages have longer  TMs

in Old Order Amish... no diff.  btwn  males and females...


Nicoya Blue Zone in Costa Rica   Rehkopf in 2013... many folks over 100 years.

Kaiser study:  began in 2009  with 100,000  and
 look at who died  by 2012  - about 2500 people died;
looking at people age 20 to 95..

then look at quartiles of TM length...

appears that TM  shortness independently predicts all cause mortlaity
(after adjusting for smoking and age)


bottom 10% of TM length had highest prob of dying  (having TMS that short is
like having a 20 to 30 pack year history of smoking cigs)

compare to Honig 2012...
looking at WBC TM length... all cause mortality...

look at study after 14 years...  1/2 dead with shortest TMs...  
of those with the longest TMs  3/4 were still alive after 14 years...

***************

longer TMs  do correl with healthspan...

in general populations,  TM shortness IS assoc with common diseases of aging  including
CA, CV, lung dis, DM, vasc dementia, osteoarth...
BUT is it just a biomarker or causal???

*************************
CAUSALITY  (yes or no)????


part 1: patterns of inheritance:
how do humans respond if they have a mutation causing only half the level of TMase...

suppose half  the amt of TMase or recorded TM maintenance...
 there IS a disease correl (seen by Carol Greider)
do see immun effect, pulmon fibrosis, Ca etc....

****************

look at genetic mutations (in humans)
may get more  pulm fibrosis, aplastic anemia, dyskeratosis  in pts with big decr in TMase and as a result short TMs.

so, too short TMs are really BAD NEWS!


how about some common variations (SNPs in TM mainten.
 v clear  (see Codd 2013)  that  these genes do affect risk of CAD and pulm fibrosis
(contrib role to those)

how abt biases that go in the good direction  eg POT1, TERT, TERC that are good
 ( with improved maintenance of TMs)

**********

people with high cognitive risk  eg  ApoE4 carriers ...


can see people with some cells getting LONGER TMs  (its a balance)

there ARE interax btwn  nongenetic factors eg hormone replacement and genetic factors.


TM shortness DOES predict future CAs, CVD, dementia and DM.......
it DOES predict it!!!  she shows hazard curves...
see Honig 2012...

so, TM shortness DOES predict  and precede  future onset of disease: 
 CA, CVD, Dement, and DM.

***********************

Willeit in JAMA in 2011  short TM and CA (more of it)

and  just  twice too little TMase casues some CAs...


**************
lesson learned #4:  TERT promoter  turn it up by 2X and get  incr  CAs...
and v highly prevalent in some cancers... (melanoma)

so, we live precariously on a knife-edge...  must be v highly regulated
... cannot stray too far in either direction (ie either too littel or too much TMase...

*****************
Causality Part 2:

cigarette smoke and TM length from Kaiser study... 
 big dose dependence and it also correlates with education...

but also chronic psych stress...!!! correl with TM length...

did collab with Elissa Epel and Jue lIn...

Epel in 2004 in PNAS...  caregiver moters  (eg mothers of kids with autism etc)
under v high stress...  these moms .
had  shorter TMS than low stress moms!!!  and dose-depend.  with stressor.

shows literature. for stressors and short TMs in adults... many studies
major depression, less education, childhood trauma,, PTSD, etc.

and look in kids!  on stressors and short TMs.. (in Romania orphanage... yes see short TMs)
high-disorder neighborhood,  exposure to violence...  those kids have short TMs

even maternal stress can shorten TM in utero of kids...


so,  is this epigenetic...perhaps yes...  can persist btwn generations... 
 (this is a question... not estab)


*********************
Now,  mechanisms...
eg stress hormones  cortisol, epi, norepi
systemic inflammation actors:  IL6,,TNF alpha
and ROS oxidative products...

BRAIN  dysreg of diurnal cortisol;
causing glucocort  mediated suppres of p53 and BRCA1 gene expres
 can lead to short TMs and immunosensc.
and incr pro-inflammatory cytokines...
but which steps are rate-limiting?

can this be changed?   brain is the commander!...
education, exercis, sleep, stress reduc, omega3s...

we have done some studies... some promising results  (pilot studies)...

seem to be malleable...

so... compromised TM maint...
impairs replenishement and func of human cells which produces pathology.
and this is exacerbated by severe chronic stress.

can we improve healthspan (ie can we square the curve?)...  
with compressed morbidity  (immorbidity)..
may NOT push out maximum lifespan, but perhaps can limit moribity at the end;

KP  collaborator  Cathy Schaefer. at Kaiser... running big genetics study.

UCSF Elissa Epel
UCL  A Steptoe

her lab is large:  Jue Lin  etc.

Q fro audience:  aren’t blood cells hyperprolif and doesn’t that bias results
A  there is a systemic correl btwn blood and cheek cells etc...
but is there a sentinel cell type  (one that you should really look at?) we have not found that....

KP study:  older women keeps going down in length (TMs) 
 but in the v old men it does go up (TM length) after abt age 75 or so (due to selection...
men dying off with shorter TMs)

KP data will go into NIH repository  along with all the clinical info and
will then start data mining....

Q  are the short TMs in the cells that develop CA?
eg MD Anderson  study of bladder CA...  more death in depressed pts
(short TM AND Depression...  shorter  lifespan in bladder ca pts.)  30 months vs 60 months...

I chat with Anne Brunet afterward; also with

